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The GSC Academy
The Global Secure Consulting (GSC) Academy serves a number of market sectors.






Corporate Security Management
Security Personnel – Corporate & Private
Law Enforcement
Para-Military
Community Security Personnel



Tourists :
o Student groups
o Adult groups
o Families

Background to the GSC Academy
Our Academy was established following requests from Clients in the security sector who felt there was
a lack of professionalism in the levels of operations of their personnel, and the urgent need for the
instilling of modern, expert security methodologies. The GSC Academy was first launched with the
focus of high-level training in all spheres of operations within the security sector, to uplift the
competence and operational capability of personnel.
In the cases of Law Enforcement and Para-Military, our training courses were modified and fine-tuned
accordingly making the courses suited to the relevant sector.
We do not promote “refresher courses” in any form or kind – in fact our courses are all designed and
implemented to boost the real-life efficiency and level of personnel readiness in any threat situation.
In the reality of our world, there are no second chances.
Our Academy provides professional training which produces professional, skillful results. We cater
for management, fighters, strategists, thinkers – all at the same time.
The GSC Academy could be referred to as the new holistic future of security proficiency.
The off-shoot of all of the above, was the establishment of the GSC Academy all-year round tourist
training facilities during which we run short and longer intensive seminars/courses for “recreational
purposes”.
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The GSC Academy - Continued
Corporate & Private Security
Without any doubt, today, anywhere in the world, where security is concerned, there is no room for
error, no time for hesitation and there are no second chances. Whilst GSC’s courses are structured to
include a full curriculum of subjects and operations, all our programmes are nevertheless customized,
in coordination of our Clients, to ensure that we cover special needs and scenario’s that may be unique
to the Client’s location.
When customizing the training course for a specific Client, we go to great lengths to express the
required operational security procedures and the applicable correct positioning to optimize the
efficiency of the Client’s security personnel in pre-emption, exposure and confronting any threat or
attack.
The following activities make up part of the GSC Academy training:
 Basic Physical Training – as intensive as the Client will specify in advance
 Krav Maga - Self Defence
 Executive Close Protection Practise
 Weapon Restraint Techniques
 Navigational Skills
 Shooting & Safety Skills
 Tactical Combat Rescue
 Survival Training
 Reality Simulations Training
 Basic First Aid
 Body Language Speaks
 High-tech methodologies
Every program is custom-created for each group.
Tourist & Recreational Security
The GSC tourist and recreational training program is certainly a one-of-a-kind “summer camp”
experience that goes on all year long! Vacation groups from all over the world are welcome,
throughout the year, to include a security, counter-terrorism and self-defence camp into their
itineraries. Every program is custom-created for each group.
We create a touring package integrating self-defence tactics, krav-maga, physical training, survival
techniques, training in leadership skills, team sports activities, and other such activities. All in all, the
participants enjoy a full-on security training experience in an environment of safety and security
throughout the duration of the program.
GSC is much more go, than show.
Our focus is all about making it count for our Clients.
For GSC, the thrill lies not in demonstrating that we may the smartest people in the industry, but rather
in infusing our Client’s company with a fresh sense of security purpose, coupled with the capabilities
to agilely adapt, assess, evaluate and significantly outperform.
www.globalsecureconsulting.com
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The GSC Academy - Continued
The GSC Academy Complex
Our Academy is located in the city of Modiin, in the center of Israel with easy access by either car, bus
or by train.

The Academy complex is situated on wide open, green grasslands, allowing for true relaxation
combined with our intensive training. There is ample space in the classrooms, training gym, dining
room and other areas, ensuring every training course taking place at the Academy, is a total success.
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The GSC Academy - Continued
The sleeping quarters are comfortable, cared for and well equipped for our training programs.
Generally, there are 4 beds per room.

Included in the sleeping quarters is an en-suite bathroom, Wi-Fi, television, air-conditioner, work desk,
bar fridge & built-in cupboards.

The large fitness and training studio – we call it ”The
Sweat Shop”.
This is an area of about 120 square meters with a very
large training mat, as seen in the adjacent picture.
The studio is well equipped and also air-conditioned.
There is a water bench and the studio is located close to
the toilets.
The facilities in “The Sweat Shop” ensure that the level
of training is of the highest quality.

The Classrooms are all fitted with all the necessary equipment, air conditioning, etc. and are able to
comfortably seat up to 30 participants.
The GSC Academy operates as a modern-Orthordox facility offering all the relevant facilities in a
suitable environment, including a Synagogue and Shabbat services. The catering is fully kosher,
supervised by the Rabbinate of Modiin. Catering is also possible for Ultra-Orthodox participants.
Please contact us to enable us to create the ideal security training for you in Israel.
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